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About This Content

Looks can kill…and so do you. With the Money Shot Pack, you can transform yourself into one of Ultor’s elite femme fatales.
Don your high-heeled tactical catsuit and take to the skies on a custom Ultor jet bike. Then when the time comes to execute

your target, do so with unprecedented style with your fully automatic sniper rifle.
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Title: Saints Row: The Third - Money Shot Pack
Genre: Action
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Volition
Publisher:
Deep Silver
Release Date: 13 Feb, 2012

 a09c17d780 

OS: Windows® XP

Processor: 2GHz Dual Core Processor (Intel® Core 2 Duo or AMD Athlon™ X2) or higher

Memory: 2GB System RAM or more

Graphics: 320MB Video RAM GPU w/ Shader Model 3.0 support. NVIDIA® GeForce® 8800 series or better. ATI Radeon™
HD3800 series or better

DirectX®: 9.0c

Hard Drive: 10GB

Sound: 100% DirectX® 9.0C compliant sound card or equivalent onboard sound

Co-Op Play:NVIDIA® GeForce® 8800 cards require 640MB of Video RAM. ATI Radeon™ HD3800 cards require 1GB of
Video RAM
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saints row the third money shot pack

Fixes one of the biggest problems this game had since the release imho, which was that all of the side characters never
interacted with one another. Made it feel rather awkawrd where the only interactions could happen through our main family..
One of the best games in might and magic series.. Underwhelming. Apparently low effort application.

Played this on the HTC Vive, and first of all, the sense of scale on the model which is supposed to be "you" is like, some
shunken malformed guy. Besides that, getting my head centered on this weird maniquin of myself was a needlessly inconvieniet.
I had to swivel around in my chair, and move to the center of my playspace to get the chaparone lines to disappear. Then I had
to take my headset off my head, hold it in the air with my hand behind me where I eventually wanted to be playing, while
reaching back behind me to my computer to hit F12 to recenter. Just recentering doesn't help, because recentering doesn't
actually rotate the camera. So, not only is it a spider phobia simulator, it's also a broken neck simulator if your setup isn't facing
the way the application expects to begin with.

Jokes aside... this application was clearly designed for the Rift, and shoe-horned onto the Vive. You look at a piece of paper to
get more or less spiders in the scene. There are 5 levels of spiders. Each level adds more spiders. If you can stand the mere sight
of essentially immoble spiders placed around the room, then congratulations--you're *cough* "cured?" The spiders never touch
you, never bite you, never move aggressivly towards you. Real spiders skitter my friends. Real spiders will crawl on you, and
leave nasty red bite marks on you if you let them--and they're the right species.

The room which the application takes place in is a high-rise building overlooking Central Park in New York. The ambiant sound
is frequently punctuated with the sounds of honking cars. I guess this game's target audience is squeemish city dwellers? Perhap
the honking were meant to add stress and unnerve you in combination with the spiders... I have no idea. I just found it annoying.

Bottom line, if this application were free, I wouldn't be complaining. But I'm sorry to say, that was $4.99 down the toilet.. A
really good game, i really enjoyed it :). \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. A fun metroidvania that takes you from many
beautiful set pieces. The music is well made, the game is wonderfully well drawn, and I found myself just exploring aimlessly
for awhile to see what treasures I could unlock. With some minor allusions to their publisher's previous works, it's not invasive
and a fun nod. Shame this game didn't get the recognation it deserved but I enjoyed what time I did put into it.

The only issue I have is that the high jump is its own button, not an "upgrade". While I understand why, it goes against a lot of
previous metroidvania-style platformer's logic, but that's a minor knitpick I suppose.. There's a microtransaction type of system
that was implemented but abandoned in the form of "crystals". As others have stated, the Mahjong itself isn't even well
programmed, because often times, various puzzles were impossible to solve. Hence, the player can use their pendant to store a
single Mahjong tile at a time during the game, so they can basically cheat...but the player has to cheat to solve some of the
puzzles (which I think are randomly generated). Whether that was because they wanted the user to buy the "crystals" or because
of poor programming, I don't know.
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looks promising, but without continuous updates it'd be extremely boring - like a spin off of stardew. the graphics and
mechanics also got to me. the romantic interest rivalry seems cool tho. Very very nice! Reminds me Race The Sun. Good Music,
Challenge, Controls (even if you need to get used to).. Extremely disappointed, this game is not ready at all. The UI is not
intuitive and hard to navigate. I would suggest the developer to focus on that part.. the games were too easy and repetitive.
would've liked something more challenging and different. mostly just HOG with a couple of other things thrown in. i like a
variety of mini-games.. this and codeacademy go together well. It just helps you memorize the format of the code.. It's not a bad
little game really.
A fast paced VR shooter that has you throwing energy grenades and shooting robots.
Great price in the sale but probably a bit on the expensive side when its normal price for the amount of content, but saying that
the dev said they are expanding it in the future.

Check out my video on it...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EdaaAwT_Wfc. You can kill Short Round over and over and over again.

12/10, would kill Short Round again. quite the fun game! still could use some tune ups here and there but for someone looking
for a fast paced run and gun-ish experience its solid! the powers combination is what got me hooked (im hoping they make
"combiners" a more frequent drop, only because it has felt like i crawl from floor to floor just hoping to find one) as of right
now expect a solid gameplay but a barebones experience, this experience will be a nice addition to your rogue style games
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